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Abstract

Three large-scale Echovirus (E) epidemics (E4,E16,E30), each differently associated to the acute development of diabetes related autoantibodies, have been documented in Cuba. The prevalence of islet cell autoantibodies was moderate during the E4 epidemic but high in the E16 and E30 epidemic. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of epidemic strains of echovirus on beta-cell lysis, beta-cell function and innate immunity gene expression in primary human pancreatic islets. Human islets from non-diabetic donors (n = 7) were infected with the virus strains E4, E16 and E30, all isolated from patients with aseptic meningitis who seroconverted to islet cell antibody positivity. Viral replication, degree of cytolysis, insulin release in response to high glucose as well as mRNA expression of innate immunity genes (IFN-b, RANTES, RIG-I, MDA5, TLR3 and OAS) were measured. The strains of E16 and E30 did replicate well in all islets examined, resulting in marked cytotoxic effects. E4 did not cause any effects on cell lysis, however it was able to replicate in 2 out of 7 islet donors. Beta-cell function was hampered in all infected islets (P < 0.05); however the effect of E16 and E30 on insulin secretion appeared to be higher than the strain of E4. TLR3 and IFN-beta mRNA expression increased significantly following infection with E16 and E30 (P < 0.033 and P < 0.039 respectively). In contrast, the expression of none of the innate immunity genes studied was altered in E4-infected islets. These findings suggest that the extent of the epidemic-associated islet autoimmunity may depend on the ability of the viral strains to damage islet cells and induce pro-inflammatory innate immune responses within the infected islets.

Introduction

Type 1 diabetes results from the autoimmune destruction of insulin-producing beta cells. Genetic and epidemiological evidence points to an overriding environmental influence on type 1 diabetes development. Among examined environmental agents, human enteroviruses (HEV) appear to play a prominent role [1]. HEV are antigenically variable infectious agents of the Picornaviridae family, that includes over 100 different virus types, grouped into species A (17 serotype), B (58 serotype), C (20 serotype) and D (4 serotype) [2]. Accumulating evidences indicate that diabetogenicity seems to be associated mainly to the B HEV species especially the group B coxsackieviruses (CVB1-6), although it is not restricted to one particular strain [3]. While the CVB serotypes are often described as viral triggers of type 1 diabetes, some Echoviruses (E) have also been associated with type 1 diabetes, at the time of clinical presentation or at preclinical stages [4–8].

One noteworthy and striking observation is that the global distribution of new cases of type 1 diabetes is not homogeneous, with the highest incidence rate found in Nordic countries and the lowest in tropical and subtropical regions [9]. Thus, it is somehow paradoxical to propose HEV as diabetogenic, particularly in the tropics where exposure to these agents is common and occurs year-round with possible peaks of enteroviral diseases as aseptic meningitis in the summer-fall season [10].

In Cuba, large nationwide epidemics of meningitis due to echovirus type 4, type 16, and type 30 have been documented in 1986, 2000, and 2001, respectively [10,11]. One of the most notable observations from these HEV epidemics is that in the convalescent, but not in the acute stage of the infection, islet cell antibodies (ICA) have emerged. The islet cell autoantibodies was clearly infection-associated, since no serum samples from uninfected subjects serologically negative for neutralizing antibodies to E4, E16 and E30 had ICA [12–14].

Interestingly, infection-associated islet autoantibodies showed subtle differences among these epidemics in terms of prevalence.
and antigen specificity. The prevalence of ICA during the 2000 and 2001 meningitis epidemic was as high as 92.1% (35/38) and 87.5% (7/8), respectively; however, ICA prevalence was moderate (36.1%, 48/133) in the 1986 epidemic [12–14]. Remarkably, in the epidemic caused by E16 and E30 the emergence of insulin autoantibodies (IAA) and glutamic acid decarboxylase autoantibodies (GADA) was detected [8]. Another interesting observation from E16 epidemic in Cuba is that the titer of islet-associated autoantibodies correlates with the virus-neutralizing antibody titers. This suggests that the extent of infection and the antiviral immune response could influence the intensity of the humoral response against host antigens [8]. However, the mechanisms through which HEV influence development of islet autoimmunity are as yet unknown.

Current evidences suggest that post-viral islet autoimmunity will depend upon a combination of two qualities; the ability of a virus to cause beta cell damage and the ability to induce pro-inflammatory innate immune activation [15,16]. Indeed, several groups have published data which indicate that HEV may target islet cells. The CV-B4 E2 diabetogenic strain and the CV-B4 VD2921 strain as well as the prototypes of CV-B2, 3, 4 and 5 serotypes, can infect and damage human beta-cells in vitro [17–21]. Other researchers demonstrated that various HEV strains, frequently encountered in the population and in the environment from countries with a high type 1 diabetes incidence, can replicate in cultured human islets with beta-cells infection and islets destruction [22]. On the other hand, it has been proposed that during viral infection the local production of cytokines and chemokines by both invading immune cells and the pancreatic beta cells themselves may interact to initiate and/or accelerate the transition from innate immune response to a chronic autoimmune assault [23–25].

In this study, echovirus isolates from three meningitis epidemic in Cuba, each associated to a varying degree with the acute development of islet cell autoantibodies, were used. The aim was to determine the effects of such an epidemic strains on beta-cell lysis, beta-cell function and innate immunity gene expression in human pancreatic islets. In addition, a possible genetic relationship between E30 isolates from 2001 Cuban meningitis epidemic and E30 isolates established previously as highly islet cell destructive strains was studied by phylogenetic analysis.

Materials and Methods

Tissue Source and Ethics Statement

Human pancreases were obtained from seven organ donors free of any known pancreatic disease, from transplantation units in Sweden, Norway, and Finland. Written ethical approval was provide to Prof. Olle Korsgren, Dept. of Radiology, Oncology and Clinical Immunology, Uppsala University Hospital by the regional ethics committee at the t, ref. no. DNR 2009/043. In all cases informed written consent was obtained from all donors or donor relatives. Islets of Langerhans were isolated in Uppsala, Sweden, using a protocol approved by the local ethics committee, as described previously [26]. Isolated human islets had a purity ranging from 40% to 95%, and available for research only because the total islet volume was too low for clinical transplantation. See table S1 for donor information.

Viruses

Clinical strains of E4, E16 and E30 isolated during the Cuban meningitis epidemic in the years 1986, 2000, and 2001, respectively were included in the study [12–14]. All three strains were stool isolate from patients with aseptic meningitis that developed ICA, during the convalescent but not during the acute stage of the infection. In addition, the meningitis patient infected with E16 developed autoantibodies against Tyrosine phosphatase (IA2A), GADA, and IAA while the patient infected with E30 developed GADA and IAA. The patient with the echovirus 4 infection developed ICA, but not GADA, IAA or IA2A [12–14]. ICA was assayed in all three cases by using a similar workshop - validated immunofluorescence assay. Biochemical type 1 diabetes-associated autoantibodies were measured using commercially available immunoassay kits validated in similar workshop [12–14]. For viral isolation, 200 µL of fecal specimens were inoculated in duplicate into tubes covered with monolayers of Green Monkey Kidney (GMK) cells. The inoculated cultures were subpassaged weekly at least 2 times in order to obtain the typical degenerative Cytopathic Effect (CPE) of enterovirus (e.g., cell rounding followed by the shrinkage and degeneration of the cell sheet). The identity of all isolates used was confirmed by neutralization tests with type-specific antisera and partial VP1 sequences by the use of primer pairs 011 and 187 as described by Oberste et al [27].

Infection of Isolated Islet

The islets were kept in culture bags (Baxter Medical AB, Kista, Sweden) with 200 ml CMRL-1066 (ICN Biomedicals, Costa Mesa, CA) supplemented with 10 mM HEPES, 2 mM-glutamine, 50 mg/ml Gentamycin, 0.25 mg/ml Fungizone (Gibco BRL, Invitrogen Ltd, Paisley, UK), 20 mg/ml Ciprofloxacin (Bayer Healthcare AG, Leverkusen, Germany), 10 mM nicotinamide, and 10% heat-inactivated human serum at 37°C in 5% CO2 and humidified air for 1–7 days. To further increase islet purity, human islets were handpicked with a micropipette under an inverted light microscope. All experiments were performed on 50 hand-picked islets per well, and cultured in non-attach six-well plates (Sarstedt, Numbrecht, Germany) in 2 mL RPMI containing 5.5 mM glucose (SVA, Uppsala, Sweden), supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum and 2 mM L-glutamine. Free floating islets were infected with a 1000 cell culture infectious dose-50 (CCID50)/0.1 mL of each viral strain. Two wells containing islets from the same donor were not infected and used as a control.

Cytopathic Effects and Virus Titrations

The cytopathic effect of the clinical echovirus strains on the primary human pancreatic islets was studied for a period of 3–5 days, depending of the appearance of cytopathic effect (CPE)/islet dissociation or not. The islets were examined each day in a light microscope. The degree of CPE was graded from 0 to 4, with 0 indicating no CPE when compared to the uninfected control and 4+ being a total destruction of the islets. Virus titers in the culture medium from infected islets were determined by the CCID50 titration method on GMK cells. Briefly, 10-fold dilutions (1:10 to 1:106) of samples of the culture medium which had been collected on day 0, day 3 or day 5 post-infection (dpi), were added in triplicate to GMK cells cultured in 96-well plates. The CPE was read on day 5, and CCID50 titer was calculated using the Karber formula [28]. The extent of virus replication was expressed as the difference between the CCID50 titres at 3 or 5 dpi and at 0 dpi (samples of culture medium collected directly after infection).

Immunocytochemistry (IHC)

For IHC infected and uninfected islets were washed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), fixed in 4% buffered PFA, dehydrated in graded ethanol and embedded in paraffin. The paraffin embedded islets were sectioned (5 µm) and dried on Superfrost glass slides (Menzel-Glaser, Fischer scientific, Braunschweig, Germany), followed by de-paraffinization and re-
hydration in 99-70% Ethanol. Antigen retrieval was performed in pH 9 TE-buffer (DAKO, Glostrup, Denmark) in a steam boiler and permeabilized in PBS containing 0.05% TWEEN 20. Endogenous peroxidase was blocked by the use of a ready-to-use peroxidase blocker (DAKO, Glostrup, Denmark). After rinsing with PBS for 10 min, they were stained at room temperature with monoclonal antibody directed a broad reacting epitope on the structural EV Protein 1 (VP1), monoclonal antibody which specifically recognize double-stranded RNA and insulin-specific monoclonal antibody. Incubation with these antibodies was performed at room temperature for one hour and the visualization was achieved by the anti-mouse Envision-kit (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) using DAB as substrate chromogen.

**Beta Cell Function Test**

Insulin secretion in response to glucose stimulation was assessed in a dynamic perfusion system on day 3 of culture in the culture medium. Islets were perfused with two glucose concentrations (1.67 and 16.7 mmol/L, and then 1.67 mmol/L again). Fractions were collected at 6-min intervals for 120 min and the insulin concentrations were determined by ELISA (Merckodia, Uppsala, Sweden).

**Innate Immunity Gene Expression in Echovirus-infected Islets**

Three days post infection isolated human pancreatic islets were washed in PBS and lysed by using RLT buffer (Qiagen, Sollentuna, Sweden) on QIAshredder spin columns (Qiagen, Sollentuna, Sweden). Total RNA from islets was extracted with RNAeasy Mini kit with on-column DNAseI digestion (Qiagen) with G DNA eliminator column to remove the genomic DNA. RNA quantity and quality were determined with Nanodrop (Thermo Scientific, Braunschweig, Germany). Fifty nanograms of total RNA per sample were primed with random hexamer and reverse transcribed to cDNA with SuperScript IITM RT (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Control reactions containing all reagents except the reverse transcriptase were included to confirm the absence of interfering genomic DNA. RNAse OUT™ (Invitrogen) was added to the reaction to avoid RNA degradation. Reaction was carried out at 25°C for 10 min, 42°C for 55 min and 15 min at 75°C.

Real-time PCRs were run with SYBER Green master mix (Applied Biosystems, Stockholm, Sweden) in a 96 well optical plate on a StepOnePlusTM Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems, Stockholm, Sweden). The cycling conditions were 40 cycles of 15 sec at 94°C, 30 sec 55°C and 30 sec at 68°C. Predesigned Genes specific primer sets (QuantiTect Primer Assays, Qiagen) were used for detection of regulated activation normal T expressed in innate immunity (RANTES), toll-like receptor 3 (TLR3), melanoma-differentiation-associated gene 5 (MDA5), retinoic-acid-inducible protein 1 (RIG-1), 2′-5′-oligoadenylate synthetase 1 OAS, and Interferon beta (IFN-β) cDNA. Real time PCR data was analyzed by comparative delta ct method. The expression level of each gene was normalized to the expression of the 18 s house keeping gene by using 2- △△ct formula. Melt curve analysis was used to verify the specificity of final PCR products.

**E30 Nucleotide Sequence and Phylogenetic Analysis**

The strain of E30 associated with islet cell autoantibodies used to infect the human islets in the present study as well as another nine isolates of E30, representing a cross-section obtained at the beginning, mid-stage and end of the 2001 epidemic in Cuba were included in the sequence analysis. Total RNA of ten isolates of E30 was extracted from culture supernatant from infected cells using QIAmp viral RNA Mini kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions (QIAGEN GmbH, Hilden, Germany). cDNA was synthesized from purified RNA by use of random hexamer primers and a ThermoScript preamplification kit (Life Technologies, Inc.). The VP1 region of each isolate was amplified as a single fragment by using specific primer pairs 011/187 (Oberste et al., 1999). PCR products were gel isolated and purified for sequencing with the QIAquick Gel Extraction kit (QIAGEN, Inc.). Cycle sequencing reactions were performed using the same forward and reverse primers, as in the PCR. Both forward and reverse reactions were performed to resolve possible ambiguities. An automated DNA sequencer was used for sequencing the VP1 fragment. Sequence analysis was performed using the Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis Version 4.0 (MEGA 4) and Geneious v3.5 [29]. The phylogenetic tree was constructed by means the neighbor-joining method with bootstrapping of 1000 replicates. The evolutionary distances were computed using the Maximum Composite Likelihood method. All positions containing alignment gaps and missing data were eliminated only in pairwise sequence comparisons (Pairwise deletion option). The E30 sequences were compared to those of the GenBank sequence database and to those previously reported as highly islet cell destructive [30]. The nucleotide sequence reported in this study has been submitted to GenBank database under the following accession numbers: KC 407676 to KC 407685.

**Statistical Analysis**

All results were based on observations from at least three donors. Data are presented as means± SD. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS package for Windows, version 12.0.1. Differences in insulin release and expression of innate immunity genes between the three isolates and uninfected controls were analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis test. Comparisons between each isolate and uninfected control were performed using the Mann-Whitney U test. P-values lower than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

**Results**

**Islet Cell Cytolytic Capacity of Epidemic Echovirus Strains**

Clinical strains of E16 and E30 caused destruction of the isolated human pancreatic islet from seven different donors. The first morphological changes were seen as early as one day after infection in all islet infected with E16 and E30. At three days after infection the virus-induced cytopathic effect became more pronounced. Islet degeneration was characterized by the loss of islet integrity, disintegration, and partial dispersion of islets. There was no difference in degree of islet destruction between islets infected with E16 or E30 (Fig. 1). Islets infected with E4 did not show any virus-induced effect at any time post infection (Fig. 1). Isolates of E16 and E30 did replicate well in islet cell with a titer rise from day 0 to day 3. The mean CCID50 titers increase in islet infected with strains of E16 and E30 was 0.7 logCCID50 and 1.2 logCCID50, respectively. The CCID50 titers were decreased (1.3 logCCID50) in E4-infected islets from 5 donors (Fig. 2). Strikingly, the CCID50 titers increased (1 logCCID50) in 2 out of 7 (28.5%) donor islets infected with E4 between day 3 and 5 post infection (not shown). However, no CPE could be seen in islets from any of the seven donors suggesting there was replication in islets from two donors without inducing CPE.
Islets infected with E16 and E30 revealed positive immunostaining when using insulin, EV protein 1 and double-stranded RNA specific monoclonal antibody indicating that these virus strains infected and replicated in insulin containing cells. Islets inoculated with the E4 strain were only stained positive with the insulin specific antibody.

Figure 1. Virus-induced cytopathic effect in primary human pancreatic islets cells. A. Uninfected islet. B. Islets infected with the E4 isolate 5 days post infection. C. Islets infected with E16 isolates 3 days post infection. D. Islets infected with E30 isolates 3 days post infection. The figure is representative of seven islet donors.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0077850.g001

Figure 2. Viral titers of the clinical strains of E16, E30 strains and E4 in the culture medium of infected primary human islets during 3 days post-infection. Aliquots of the culture medium were withdrawn day 0 and day 3. Virus titers were obtained using the cell culture infectious dose 50 (CCID50) titration methods. The results are shown as the means ± SD from experiments performed in triplicate.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0077850.g002
Insulin Release in Response to High Glucose Stimulation in Echovirus-infected Islets

The ability to secrete insulin in response to high glucose was reduced significantly in islets inoculated with E4, E16 and E30 when compared to uninfected islet \( (p<0.05) \). Despite that beta-cell function was hampered in all infected islets, the effect of the epidemic strains of E16 and E30 on insulin secretion appeared to be higher than the epidemic strain of E4 (Fig. 3).

Effect of Epidemic Echovirus Strains on Expression of Innate Immunity Genes by Human Pancreatic Islets

Since recent studies reported that in vitro infection of human islets with HEV led to increased transcription of genes encoding IFN-\( \beta \), TLR 3, MDA5, RIG-I, RANTES and OAS [31,32], we examine the expression of these innate immunity genes in isolated human pancreatic islets after infection with epidemic strains of echovirus. TLR3 and IFN-\( \beta \) mRNA expression increased significantly following infection with E16 and E30 \( (p<0.033 \text{ and } p<0.039 \text{ respectively}) \) compared to E4-inoculated islets and the uninfected control (Fig. 4). Infection with E16 and E30 also led to increased transcription of the innate immunity genes RIG-I, RANTES and OAS although this did not reach statistical significance (Fig. 4). In contrast, the gene-expression of RIG-I, TLR3, RANTES, OAS, and IFN-\( \beta \), were not altered in E4-infected islets (Fig. 4).

Phylogenetic Clustering of E30 Isolates

All E30 strains isolated during the Cuban epidemic of aseptic meningitis in 2001 are clustering together. Their close relatives were detected in different countries in years 2000–2005. The cluster identified in the study did not correlate with the genetic sub-clusters of isolates established previously as highly islet cell destructive strains (Fig. 5).

Discussion

Since 1986, public health surveillance strategies in Cuba have identified three meningitis epidemics that were caused by echovirus type 4, 16, and 30, during each of which convalescent sera of cases with confirmed echoviral infection have shown seroconversion to ICA, the immunological hallmark of type 1 diabetes [12–14]. Interestingly, ICA prevalence was moderate during the E4 epidemic but high in the subsequent epidemics [8,12–14]. Here we studied, for the first time, the effect of infection with epidemic strains of echovirus with proven but varying potency in their ability to induce islet cell autoantibodies on isolated human pancreatic islet.

The strains of E16 and E30 isolated from Cuban epidemics during the years 2000 and 2001, respectively did replicate well in all islets examined resulting in marked cytotoxic effects and impaired insulin secretory ability. Surprisingly, although the E4 strain isolated during the 1986 epidemic has no apparent cytolytic effects on islets, it was able to replicate in 2 out of 7 donor islets and caused functional damage of beta cells. However, the effect of

Figure 3. Dynamic release of insulin in primary human islet cells after perifusion with glucose (1.67, 16.7, and 1.67 mmol/L) at three days after infections with clinical strains of E4, E16 and E30. Data are presented as means ± SD and were based on observations from at least three donors. *\( p<0.05 \) between groups (minutes 42 to 102); Kruskal-Wallis test.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0077850.g003
the epidemic strains of E16 and E30 on glucose stimulated insulin secretion appeared to be higher than that of the epidemic strain of E4.

It is important to notice that in mice inoculated with the E4 strain circulating during the late ‘80s in Cuba there was a reduction of the insulin concentration and overall protein synthesis in pancreatic islets [33]. At that time, Uriarte and colleagues also found that a significant proportion of the infected children developed temporary glucose intolerance [34]. Indeed, our results are further supported by the findings of Elshebani et al. [35], which found that insulin response was reduced in infected islets with HEV strains isolated from type 1 diabetic patients at clinical presentation of type 1 diabetes, even in the absence of direct cytolysis. Thus, it is in line with the view that HEV infection of islet cells could eventually lead to cellular stress resulting in the engulfment of the infected islet cells and presentation of normally sequestered islet antigens, a mechanism that has been referred to as bystander damage [36,37].

Since there was replication of E4 strains in only 28.5% of the donors even in absence of CPE, we hypothesized that donor related variation in islet-cell susceptibility to E4 infections would explain the moderate prevalence of ICA during E4 epidemic. Factors influencing the donor-related differences in islet-cell susceptibility to infections are poorly understood. However, donor-specific factors, such as cytokine response capability, HLA-types and receptor usage could be important. Accordingly, it is tempting to speculate that only a subpopulation has islets that express receptors that this strain can bind to. This hypothesis need to be further elucidated with more detailed experiments.

The effects of the clinical echovirus strains on cell lysis and replication did correlate with the expression levels of innate immunity gene in primary human islet cells. While E16 and E30 lysed and replicated well in all infected islet cells, E4 did not, and increased expression of innate immunity genes by were only observed with the strains of E16 and E30. Previous studies have demonstrated that lytic enterovirus strains are more potent inducers of a pro-inflammatory micro-environment and probably recruit immune cells to the site of infections more efficiently than non cytolytic enterovirus strains do [38–40]. Indeed, our results fit well with the recent finding that the expression of proinflammatory cytokine genes (IL-1α, IL-1-β and TNF-α) that also mediate cytokine-induced beta cell dysfunction correlated with the lytic potential of a virus [40].

Activated innate immune responses including virus sensing by RIG-I, MDA5 and TLR3 with induction of OAS and other proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines expression such as IFN-β and RANTES will not only limit viral replication but will also enhance the adaptive immunity cascades for islet cell destruction [41,42]. Thus, local induction of innate immunity response upon infection by echoviruses exhibiting islet tropism might be capable of providing a so called “fertile field” for islet autoimmunity.

Although the use of primary human islets isolated from their native environment poses limitations to the extrapolation of the finding obtained to the in vivo autoimmune situation, the findings from this study suggest that the extent of the autoimmunity in human may depend on the ability of the viral strains to damage islet cells and to induce pro-inflammatory innate immune activation within the infected islet. Thus, it is highly plausible that the differential post-echovirus islet autoimmunity occurred during the meningitis epidemic in Cuba might be a result either of differences in the ability of the viruses to induce pro-inflammatory

**Figure 4. Innate immunity gene expression in primary human islets cultured after three days of infection with clinical strains of E4, E16 and E30.** Gene expression levels are presented as mRNA expression relative to expression of the housekeeping gene 18 s Ribosomal RNA (2 dct). Data are presented as means ± SD and were based on observations from at least three donors. †P<0.05, between all groups (islets infected with E4, E16, E30 and uninfected controls). *P<0.05, islets infected with E16 and E30 were compared to E4-inoculated islets and the uninfected control.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0077850.g004
innate immune activation in islets or a differential islet cell killing capacity of the epidemic strains of echovirus.

Previous studies on human pancreatas or cultured islets have shown that there considerable variations in cytolytic and replicating effect of enterovirus on beta cells, not only between various viral serotypes, but also between strains of the same serotype [18,20,30]. Though not yet demonstrated, distinctive features in echovirus structure should be critical for beta-cell tropism. However, the highly destructive strains of E30 isolated in Cuba have found in separate clusters among the other less destructive ones. Likewise, the European E30 strains found to be highly islet cell destructive in previous studies are not clustering together but found in different subclusters [30]. Thus, the potentially diabetogenic E30 strains do not form phylogenetically distinct lineages, but cluster together with other circulating strains of respective types.

Even though the capsid coding region is the most variable part of the enterovirus genome and thus carrying the most robust phylogenetic signal connected to serotype specificity, there is increasing evidence that pathogenic properties of a viral strains strongly depend upon small sequence variations within a virus population (i.e. quasispecies biology) [40]. As suggested by studies by Al-Hello et al [43], it is possible that the most critical determinants for islet cell destruction might be hiding in their genomes or, outside of the structural protein coding region. Altogether these results support the previous findings [30,40,44] suggesting that small strain specific variations, rather than serotype identity, are essential for the tropism and thus diabetogenicity of HEV.

It is worth noting that our group is carrying out a prospective study in a great number of subjects who were infected by the E4, E16 and E30 (including the patients of the present study) to evaluate if there is any persistence of type 1 diabetes associated autoantibodies or progression toward overt type 1 diabetes. However, screening of the type 1 diabetes registers from the Cuban type 1 diabetes prediction program revealed that no subjects who were positive for ICA during the 1986, 2000 and 2001 echovirus meningitis epidemics developed type 1 diabetes from 1986 through 2012. In addition, no peak of type 1 diabetes incidence was reported during the 25-year period in Cuba (Sarmiento and Cabrera-Rode, unpublished observations). This suggests that virus-induced islet cell autoantibodies could be transient and may remit, and do not imply the clinical onset of type 1 diabetes. Otherwise, a wave of type 1 diabetes new cases should be expected after large echovirus epidemics in Cuba. On the other hand, type 1 diabetes incidence in Cuba is low (2.9 × 100,000 inhabitants) [45,46], which means that persistence of islet cell autoantibodies generated during viral infection and clinical expression of diabetes are unlikely to occur in all individuals.

In line with the so called “hygiene hypothesis”, it is reasonable to assume that while the beta cell autoimmunity may be triggered upon exposure to HEV that target beta cells and promote inflammation within the islets, as indicated by studies of meningitis epidemic in Cuba, the host protective immune mechanism induced by protective HEV infections early in life could halt islet destruction and eventually abort the autoimmune process [47,48]. Based on these view, further studies are needed to better understand how HEV can manipulate the host response to
stimulate protection from type 1 diabetes, which will pave the way for designing novel preventive approaches.
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